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JANUARY MEETING - Friday January 21, 2011  

CLUB NEWS 

 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Time: 7:30 pm   

Location: Woodman Drive Community Centre  491 Grey St. Brantford, Ont. 

Presented by Derek Armstrong, MSC, PGeo,                                                                 

Sedimentary Geoscience Section,  Ontario Geological Survey, Sudbury 

Derek will present an overview of the Paleozoic ge-

ology of the province, with plenty of photos from 

the many projects he and his colleagues at the On-

tario Geological Survey have undertaken.  Derek 

and his colleagues have seen a lot of rocks (and fos-

sils) from the bottom of Lake Ontario, to a salt 

mine in Windsor, to drill cores, caves and quarries 

across the province, and from the shores of Lake 

Erie to the shores of Hudson Bay.  

PROGRAM:  “The Paleozoic Geology of Ontario: Rocks, Resources and Fossils” 

1. Thanks to all members and friends (36)  who attended our potluck dinner on December10 and for 

all the delicious food contributions.  I enjoyed a taste of all the delectable choice of dishes includ-

ing roast beef, turkey, lasagne, KPC, fruit and agate cake. (photos page 5) 

2. Our mineral of the month winners were Glen Wright and Susan Wakeley. 

3. Again I would send a great appreciation to all the members who help set up and remove tables and chairs for the 

meetings. Many hands make light work! 

4. Our Social hostesses ask that if you happen to remember to bring a travel mug for drinks at our meetings it cuts 

down on foam cup costs and is also environmentally advantageous.  

5. Please note that the Thursday afternoon lapidary classes at Woodman are being discontinued . The lack of atten-

dance does not warrant continuing to pay rental fees.  Wednesday evening classes (7-9) will be offered as normal. 

6. The „Russes‟ - We have two super friendly gentlemen in our club named Russ. We will have the pleasure of having 

Russ Jennings, who recently moved from Elliot Lake to Hamilton, attend our meetings on a regular basis. In the 

past Russ had been travelling from the north to our April show to pay his annual membership.                                           

The other Russ most of see quite often at workshops, meetings, exec. meetings and his post at the library. Russ has 

not been available as a result of moving and eye problems. On behalf of the club I would extend a note that we miss 

you and hope that you will be back as soon as possible in the new year.  

Front Page: Bottom - Jewellery on display for our members‟ sale at Christmas potluck meeting. Top: The Ontario Geo-

logical Survey has employed the use of the Google Earth™ mapping service (“Google Earth”), a free three-dimensional 

(3D) geographic viewing tool from Google Inc for viewing multi layered geological, mining and land and water data. 
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

POLISHING  OREGON  (OR  ANY OTHER)  PICTURE  ROCK: After cutting, sand on the 220 grit sander, move 

to the 600 grit sander, and polish with cerium oxide. Use no water to wet the sheet at first polish. Spray the wheel 

with a diluted solution of cerium oxide and polish lightly without pressure until you have worked it dry. Then wet 

the wheel again and work until the stone becomes dry again. Final polish is brought out by spraying the wheel with 

cerium oxide and working the stone. Keep the wheel wet about two minutes. Wash and dry off your cab or picture. 

This will produce a beautiful finish! (Author  unknown)  from  Quarry  Quips,  11/03,  viaBackbender‟s Gazette 8/04. 

TIPS AND HINTS 

SEPARATING EPOXY JOINTS - If it is necessary to separate an epoxy joint, simply heat it, as epoxy disintegrates at 

a temperature of 250 degrees F. This should serve as a warning to those who are thinking of using heat to set epoxy. 

From Gems of the Rogue 11/03, via Rock Writings, 1/04 

Anything with Epoxy Glue on them: Soak overnight in dark household vinegar to dissolve the glue. From Gems of the 

Rogue, 11/03 via Rock Writings, 1/04 

DO YOU HAVE MARCASITE THAT‟S GOING TO PIECES? 

Try mixing one heaping tablespoon of baking soda in one quart of water. Let it effervesce and wash 

the marcasite in it. Rinse well with water and dry. Then dip the marcasite in medium-weight oil and 

drain well. Check the boxes in which marcasite specimens are stored, as they form sulfuric acid and 

can eat through their containers. 

Stabilizing Soft Turquoise with Sodium Silicate 

By Ed Ashton 

Step 1: Use a quart wide-mouth canning jar. Soak pieces of soft and chalky turquoise in a solution of sodium silicate 

(water glass and water at a 50/50 strength. The pieces should not be larger than 2” in diameter. Be sure all pieces are 

covered. Soak the material from 7 to 10 days. 

Step 2: Dry in the sun for 10 days. I place a piece of waxed paper on a sunny windowsill; it works well. 

Step 3: Use a 2-quart pyrex bowl, place a 1-inch layer of sand in the bowl. Lay a layer of the soaked material on the sand 

so they don't touch. Add another 1-inch layer of sand on top of the first layer of materials. Repeat until all the material 

is covered with sand including the last layer. 

Step 4: Cure by baking in the oven starting at 150 degrees Fahrenheit for 2 hours. Turn the oven up to 225- 250 degrees 

for another hour. Then turn the oven off. DO NOT open the door. Allow it to cool slowly overnight and you are ready to 

work the material. 

HINT: Buy the Sodium Silicate at your drug store. Used over and over it will cure a bushel of turquoise. As long as you 

pack the material in sand it will not be liable to cracking. You can also bake the material in sand in a coffee can or bak-

ing pan. 

From “Rock Chips” 8/04 via Sedona Red Rocking News 9/04. 

CUTTING PETRIFIED WOOD 

Consider cutting it lengthwise with the grain. This usually produces a more varied pattern. Sometimes cutting across 

the grain will give a good pattern, but this is not usually the case. Limb sections are rather scarce as they tended to 

disintegrate before they could petrify. If they are cut diagonally and polished to show the grain, it is much better. The 

limb is a novelty in itself and just polishing one end adds to its beauty. Mineral Notes, 10/88 via Grant County Beacon, 

2/03 
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Fossil hunters uncover complete 252m year-old underwater 

world 
A spectacular haul of 20,000 fossils including plants, carnivorous fish and large reptiles, has been found in a hillside in Luoping, 

southwestern China 

 
This Ichthyosaur fossil was one of more than 20,000 that were recently uncovered in Luoping, China.  

Fossil hunters have uncovered the remains of an ancient marine ecosystem that arose in the aftermath of the most devastating 

mass extinction in Earth's history. 

The spectacular haul of 20,000 fossils from a hillside in southwestern China represents the first discovery of a complete ecosys-

tem which bounced back after life was nearly wiped off the face of the planet 252m years ago. 

The beautifully preserved remains include mollusks, sea urchins and arthropods, alongside much larger animals that occupied 

the top of the food chain, such as carnivorous fish and the first icthyosaurs, predatory marine reptiles that grew to four meters 

long. 

Among the remnants are rare fragments of land life that survived the same period, including part of a conifer plant and the tooth 

of an archosaur reptile. 

The fossils were excavated from rocks that formed when ocean sediments settled out and solidified many millions of years ago 

in what is now Luoping county in the Yunnan Province of China. 

The Earth has witnessed several mass extinctions in its 4.5bn year history, but the event that struck at the end of the Permian 

was unequaled in scale. Some 96% of marine species and 70% of land vertebrates were lost in what has been called "the great 

dying". 

What caused such global havoc is still open to debate, but Michael Benton, a paleontologist at Bristol University who led the 

latest research, said evidence points to prolonged and violent eruptions from the Siberian traps, a huge region of volcanic rock. 

In this scenario, mass eruptions triggered environmental catastrophe by belching an overwhelming quantity of gas into the at-

mosphere for half a million years. 

"The main follow on was a flash warming of the Earth. That caused stagnation in the oceans, as normal circulation shut down. 

On land, the consequence of all the carbon dioxide and other gases appears to have been massive acid rain that killed the forests 

and stripped the landscape bare," Benton said. "This was the greatest of all mass extinctions, the time when life was most nearly 

completely wiped out." 

What life survived became the starting point for a recovery that played out over the next ten million years. Some of these organ-

isms, known as "disaster species" clung on through sheer hardiness, somehow coping with the harsh conditions of scarce food, 

wild variations in temperature and little oxygen in the oceans. 

By studying the fossils, Benton and his colleagues at the Chengdu Institute of Geology and Mineral Resources and the Univer-

sity of Western Australia, hope to piece together how life can come back from the brink. "The recovery from mass extinction 

touches on current concerns about biodiversity and conservation. Why do certain species go extinct? Which species come back? 

How do you rebuild an ecosystem and how long does it take?" said Benton 

The Luoping fossils show that many small organisms at the bottom of the food chain came back within two to three million 

years. Once their populations stabilized, other creatures that could feed on them recovered, including mollusks and shellfish. 

The familiar spiraled ammonites bounced back surprisingly fast. Only later did the larger predators reappear in the oceans. 

The loss of so many species at the end of the Permian gave new creatures the chance to take their place. Before the mass extinc-
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tion, the top ocean predators were primitive sharks. Some survived and recovered, but they were joined by the first preda-

tory icthyosaurs. "Part of it is a rebuilding of the ecosystem from the grim survivors, but there are also opportunities for new 

groups. There were essentially no marine reptiles before the extinction, but this gave them a way in," said Benton. 

Paleontologists have unearthed other fossils that give a glimpse of life coming back from the Permian extinction, but the 

extensive remains at Luoping are unique in having the rich biodiversity of a fully functioning ecosystem, from the lowliest 

plankton to carnivorous apex predators.  (Article submitted by Bob O Donnell from guardian.uk.co) 

 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

CHAROITE - Russia‟s Royal Gem 

As a gemstone, charoite is an ideal lapidary and ornamental stone. It has it's place among the more highly prized 

decorative stones. The Russian czars would have cherished it because of its fine violet colour. It has breathtaking 

patterns and a hardness that varies from 5.5 to 6 on the Mohs scale, depending on the mineral species content.  

Studies have revealed that charoite is an extremely complex hydrous, hydrate, fluoro-potassium, calcium, stron-

tium, silicate. Its chemical formula looks like a listing of almost every known chemical element. Further investiga-

tion of the charoite rock showed that a majority of it is composed of one mineral charoite. The remainder of char-

oite is made up of 30 different mineral species. The more common minor species within charoite include greenish-

yellow canasite, black aegirine-augite, ywllowish-orange tinaksite and greyish nepheline. Other species include 

miserite, fedorite, ekanite, K-richterite, and the new species murunskite, tokkoite and davanite. There are even 

traces of sulphides in the rock: galena, bornite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, chalcocite and others. 

It developed deep within the earth as part of a very complex formation, the Maly Murum Massive and the area 

where it is found is called the Sirenevy Kamen deposit. (translates as “lilac stone”). The Maly Murum Massive is 

located deep in Siberia, along the border of the Sakha-Yakutia Republic, north of Lake Baikal. Drilling has 

proven that a large number of charoite zones exist ranging from 5 to 20 meters thick. The problem is that extrac-

tion requires hardrock mining and transporting equipment to such a remote area (area has few roads and can 

only be reached by days of water and some overland hiking. 

For lapidary work, it is noted that the deeper the violet colour the more charoite is present in the stone. The ideal 

lapidary specimen has to have a very strong silky pearly lustre and is caused by the varying fibrous structure of 

charoite‟s needle crystals. These cause the rock surface to have excellent chatoyance, glimmers of reflected light 

as you rock the piece back and forth. Before cutting a piece of charoite examine it carefully. If massive it may still 

show a faint more or less linear pattern and can be cut in any direction. If the charoite shows thin banded lines 

you have to be careful with your direction of cut. This charoite is best cut parallel to the banding. Cutting at 90 

degrees to that banding is okay. (avoids the flaking or shedding that can happen if you cut at an angle.) 

After cutting the rock, grind the surface with 600 diamond grit. After a thorough cleaning switch to 325 diamond 

compound , clean again and go to 1200 diamond and then 50,000 diamond compound for final polish. (reference 

Dec 2010 Rock and Gem article by Bob Jones) 
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

2011 BRANTFORD LAPIDARY SHOW REMINDERS 

Your show is just around the corner and our show chairman is looking for volunteers for all departments. We are par-

ticularly looking for displays and demonstrations from club members. The executive is looking into having a few display 

cases  available to our members, so please contact Bob or John with your intentions if you would like to exhibit your col-

lection of minerals, cabochons, jewellery, fossils etc.   

We are looking for a special theme for next years show (40th). Any ideas would be welcome.   

Stilbite is a tectosilicate mineral, hydrated calcium aluminium silicate, belonging to the elite group. 

There are two distinct species of stilbite, the better known stilbite-Ca, NaCa4(Si27Al9)O72·28(H2O), 

and the more recently discovered stilbite-Na, Na9(Si27Al9)O72·28(H2O). There is no sharp division 

between these two minerals and their properties are very similar. 

At one time heulandite and stilbite were considered to be identical minerals. After they were found 

to be two separate species, in 1818, the name desmine ("a bundle") was proposed for stilbite, and this 

name is still employed in Germany. The English name "stilbite" is from the Greek stilbein = to shine, 

because of the pearly luster of the {010} faces. 

Crystals are typically thin tabular, flattened parallel to the dominant cleavage and elongated along the a axis. Aggregates 

may be sheaf-like or in bow-ties, also fibrous and globular. 

Crystals are monoclinic, and are commonly twinned, giving rise to complex groups and characteristic sheaf-like aggregates. 

The colour is usually colorless or white, also yellow, brown, pink, salmon, red, green, blue or black. The lustre is generally 

vitreous, and on the perfect cleavage parallel to the plane of symmetry it is markedly pearly. The streak is white and crys-

tals are transparent to translucent. The hardness is 3½ to 4 and the specific gravity 2.12 to 2.22. Cleavage is perfect on 

{010}, poor on {001}.
 
Twinning, cruciform and penetration, is extremely common on {001}.The mineral is brittle, with a 

conchoidal or uneven fracture. It is not radioactive 

Stilbite is abundant in the volcanic rocks of Iceland, Faroe Islands, Isle of Skye, Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, northern New 

Jersey and North Carolina. Salmon-pink crystals occur with pale green apophyllite in the Deccan Traps near Mumbai 

(Bombay) and Pune, India; white sheaf-like groups encrust the calcite (Iceland-spar) of Berufjord near Djupivogr in Ice-

land; brown sheafs are found near Paterson, New Jersey in the United States; and crystals of a brick-red colour are found 

at Old Kilpatrick, Scotland. (reference Wikipedia) 

Stilbite is a low-temperature secondary hydrothermal mineral. It occurs in the amygdaloidal cavities of basaltic volcanic 

rocks, in andesites, gneiss and hydrothermal veins. It also forms in hot springs deposits, and as a cementing agent in some 

sandstones and conglomerates. Stilbite has not been found in sedimentary tuff deposits or deep-sea deposits. Associated 

minerals are other zeolites, prehnite, calcite and quartz. 

MINERAL OF THE MONTH - STILBITE 

Membership Dues 

We request each year that your dues be paid by December 31, 2010 for our submission of membership list to the CCFMS

( membership totals, not by actual names), to be covered by the liability insurance. Dues forwarded to the CCFMS is 

$3.25 for an individual membership and $3.50 for a family membership. Your last newsletter will be the January issue if 

membership renewal is not received by January 31, 2011.  

I‟m A New Member 

I see you at the meetings - but you never say “Hello”.   You‟re busy all the time you‟re there - with everyone you know.        

I sit down with the fellows - but I‟m still a lonesome guy. The new fish are as strange as I. You “old” ones pass us by.     

But, darn it, you guys asked us in and talked of fellowship; You couldn‟t just step across the room, but you‟ve never made 

the trip. Why can‟t you nod and say “Hello” - or stop and shake my hand - Then go and sit among your friends? Now 

that I‟d understand. I‟ll be at your next meeting… a pleasant time to spend. Why don‟t you introduce yourself? I want to 

be your friend.           Via the Rock Pile and Sarnia Rock and Fossil Club 
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2011 EXECUTIVE 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS PHONE            519-752-9756    EMAIL:  campbell.moons@sympatico.ca 

VICE PRESIDENT: KAREN WARD   905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

TREASURER: DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

SECRETARY: KIM LEBLANC   519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2011-12: BOB PARRY  519-448-1236  robert@roberthalloriginals 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: SUSAN WAKELEY   519-752-7690  suewake28@rogers.com 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM: BABS KISIEL-PENNELL  519-751-3247  basis10p@hotmail.com 

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY & FAYE MEADOWS 519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: KAREN WARD    905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

CCFMS REP:  BABS KISIEL-PENNELL  519-751-3247  basis10p@hotmail.com 

LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY   905-389-6525 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP: BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF THE SLAB 

The qualities of children complement our own qualities. In other words, youth, playfulness, light heartedness, curiosity, 

and intuition are just what the doctor ordered and usually just what we need. 

Make the “peaceful assumption.” The peaceful assumption says: If not for the fact that I was caught up in something or 

in a low mood, I‟d be feeling peaceful right now. 
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 Join the Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society 

Name____________________________    Phone___________________ 

Address______________________________________ Postal Code________ 

E Mail________________________________________ 

Your interests (Circle): Lapidary, Minerals, Faceting, Fossils, Jewellery, Micromount 

Send with $15 single ($18/family) to: Treasurer, Brantford Lapidary & Mineral Society 

         1 Sherwood Drive,  Brantford, ON,     N3T 1N3 

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

March 5-6     The 18th Annual Peterborough Gem, Mineral, and Fossil Show, presented by the Kawartha Rock & Fossil   

Club, Evinrude Centre, 911 Monaghan Road , Peterborough, Ontario. 10AM - 5 PM Saturday and Sunday. 

Minerals, fossils, gemstones, beads, equipment, books, displays, live and silent auctions. Admission $3; chil-

dren under 12 free. For more information call 705-639-2406 or visit http://www.rockandfossil.com.   

April 2-3 The 39th Annual Paris Gem and Mineral Show, presented by the Brantford Lapidary & Mineral Society, 

Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver Street, Paris, Ontario. Saturday and Sunday, 10 AM to 5PM. Admission $5, 

children 12 and under - free. Featuring gem, mineral, fossil, stone dealers, lapidary equipment, fine jewellery, 

beads; demonstrations; exhibits; silent auction; ‟Mine for Gems‟ display. Free parking. Wheelchair accessi-

ble. Lunch bar. For more information, contact John Moons 519-752-9756 or Bob Parry at 

robert@roberthalloriginals.com or www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

April 14-17   38th Rochester Mineralogical Symposium 

 Website: http://www.rasy.org/MinerSymposium/MineralSymp.htm 

May 6-8 Canadian Micro Mineral Association 48th Annual Symposium, Brock University, St. Catharines, Ontario           

Speakers: TBA   Contact: Bill Lechner at 416-438-8908 or bill.lechner@rogers.com         

*Registration form available by request to the above.*    Website: http://www.canadianmicrominerals.ca  

July 15-17 29th Annual Sudbury Gem and Mineral Show “Northern Ontario‟s Largest Gem, Mineral, Fossil, Bead and 

Rock Craft Show and Sale”    Fri. 5-9 PM Sat. 10AM - 6PM, Sun. 10AM - 5PM Carmichael Arena, 1298 Ban-

croft Drive across from Minnow Lake; 1 km south of the Kingsway (Hwy. 17 east) 

 Admission: Adults $4, Seniors $2, kids 6-12 $1, kids under 5 free with adult. Features: Dealers; displays; 

demonstrations; door prizes; silent auctions; kid‟s activities; mineral identification; video theatre; fieldtrip 

Sun. at noon; BBQ; free handouts and literature; outside dealers/swap area Sat. 11am - 4 pm; prospectors 

and metal displays; free parking 

 Contact: Ed Debicki 705-522-5140, email: ed.debicki@sympatico.ca  Website: http://www.ccfms.ca/clubs/

Sudbury/show.htm 

COMING EVENTS 2011 

N.B. DUES is OVERDUE 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

